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In this work, we investigate the coupling of surface plasmons and excited optical modes in
metal/dielectric grating stacks theoretically and experimentally. We have observed three kinds of
modes in these structures: the cavity mode, the propagated surface plasmon (PSP) mode and the
localized surface plasmon (LSP) mode, which can enhance the optical transmission. Firstly, it is
shown that the cavity mode is excited in the grating stacks. And the cavity mode has redshift if we
enhance the thickness of metal layers, while it has blueshift when we increase the thickness of
dielectric layers. The redshift of the cavity mode also occurs when the number of repeating layers
is increased. Secondly, the PSP mode is also excited, which can be described by the effective
permittivity method. It is found that the PSP modes are coupled with each other, which leads to
a modified dispersion relation of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP). The theoretical analysis is in
good agreement with the observed transmission enhancement in the grating stacks. And the cou-
pling of PSPs also leads to a blueshift when the number of metal layers is increased. Thirdly, the
LSP mode, generated in single metal strip, can also enhance the optical transmission of the grating
stacks. Yet the transmission intensity induced by LSP decreases rapidly with increasing the num-
ber of metal layers. The investigations here may have potential applications in designing plasmonic
metamaterials and subwavelength optical devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, much attention has been paid to plas-
monics and subwavelength optics.1�2 Subwavelength grat-
ing is one of the simple and interesting systems, and
several theoretical and experimental works are performed
to study its optical transmission.3–5 Two types of transmis-
sion resonances which can cause perfect transmission were
reported in Porto et al.’s theoretical work: coupled SPP’s on
both horizontal surfaces of the metallic grating, and cavity
modes located inside the slits.4 Very recently, nearly perfect
Fano transmission resonances through nanoslits drilled in
a metallic membrane have been observed experimentally.6

The coupling strength between SPP and transmitted light
in metallic nanoslit structures is found to be the product
of the geometric opening ratio, the aperture momentum,
and the Fabry-Perot factor.7 A charge oscillation-induced
light emission mechanism is also reported to explain
the extraordinary optical transmission from the electronic
scale,8 and we find that metallic gratings consisting of
narrow slits may become transparent for extremely broad

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

bandwidths under oblique incidence.9 Rich physics and
potential applications (such as flat-panel display,10 genera-
tor of terahertz electromagnetic radiation11 and plasmonic
laser.12� are attracting more researches on transmission
gratings.
Some groups have reported that in the gratings with

double metal layers, they can control the coupling of
modes between two metal layers by changing the thick-
ness of dielectric layer.13�14 However, adjusting the number
of the metal layers in transmission gratings has not been
paid much attention yet. Physically, change the number of
the metal layers may have an influence on the coupling of
surface plamons,15 which definitely affect the optical prop-
erties of the grating stacks. In this work, we investigate the
coupling of surface plasmons and excited optical modes
in metal/dielectric grating stacks theoretically and experi-
mentally. In experiments, we have observed three kinds of
modes in these structures: the cavity mode, the PSP mode
and the LSP mode, which enhance the optical transmis-
sion. Based on the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)
method and the equivalent LC circuit model, we have car-
ried out the theoretical calculations, which are in good
agreement with the experimental results.
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Fig. 1. (a) The schematic diagram of the grating with four silver films
(N = 4) and five silicon dioxide films. (b) SEM images of this grating
(N = 4). (c) The experimentally transmission spectra of normal incident
TM wave for gratings with parameters N from 1 to 6. There are three
kinds of modes in these structures: the cavity mode marked by blue
arrow, the PSP mode marked by red arrow, and the LSP mode marked
by green arrow. In each structure, d= 800 nm, b = 200 nm, h1 = 35 nm,
h2 = 50 nm.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We study several samples of Ag/SiO2 grating stacks, which
have different number of metal layers. In the following
investigation, we use the parameter N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 to
distinguish different structures, which have the repeating
number of silver films as 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, together with
one more silicon dioxide films. The schematic diagram of
sample with four silver films and five silicon dioxide films
expressed by N = 4 is shown in Figure 1(a) as an exam-
ple. Our samples have the same period of d = 800 nm,
the same slit width of b = 200 nm, and the same strip
width expressed by w. Each silver film has the thickness
of h1 = 35 nm and the thickness of silicon dioxide film is
h2 = 50 nm.
The Ag/SiO2 grating stacks have been fabricated in the

following way. Firstly, silicon dioxide film with the thick-
ness of 50 nm was coated on the substrate of K9 optical
glass by magnetron sputtering technique. Then, 35 nm sil-
ver and 50 nm silicon dioxide films construct, and the
repeating number of building blocks is N = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
in the different stacks, respectively. Finally, focused-ion-
beam facility (strata FIB 201, FEI company, 30 keV Ga
ions) was used to mill the grating structure. As an exam-
ple, Figure 1(b) shows the SEM image of the Ag/SiO2

grating stack with N = 4, which was measured by field-
emission scanning-electron microscope. Microspectropho-
tometer (Craic, QDI2010) was used to measure the optical
spectra of the samples.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimentally transmission spectra of normal inci-
dent TM wave (E//x) for the structures with parameters

N from 1 to 6 are shown in Figure 1(c). First of all,
we find that the two cavity modes, which are marked by
the blue arrow, only appear when N > 3. The reason is
that the cavity modes exist only when the height of the
groove is significantly larger than the width of the groove.
The resonance wavelengths of these cavity modes have
redshift when N is increased. Secondly, the PSP modes,
which are marked by the red arrow, are found in transmis-
sion spectra. When the layers are increased from N = 1
to N = 6, the PSP modes have blueshift because of the
coupling of SPs.15 The intensity of PSP modes declined
when increasing the layers. In the third, the LSP modes,
which are marked by the green arrow, are observed in
these periodic structures. Their resonance wavelengths do
not change when increasing the layers. But their transmis-
sion intensity declined rapidly so that the LSP cannot be
observed when N > 3.

Next we theoretically investigate the above three kinds
of optical modes based on the finite-difference time-
domain (FDTD) method as following. The calculated
transmission spectra of normal incident TM wave (E//x)
for structures with parameters N from 1 to 6 are shown in
Figure 2(a). In each structure, d = 800 nm, b = 200 nm,
h1 = 35 nm, h2 = 50 nm. Cavity modes appear when the
height of the groove is significantly larger than the width
of the groove. They only appear in these structures when
N > 3. Here exist two cavity modes in the visible and
near-infrared ranges of these structures as marked by the
blue arrow in Figure 2(a). The fundamental cavity mode is
labeled with number “1′”, and the mode with approximate
twice the frequency of the fundamental mode is labeled in
number “2′”. Figure 2(b) illustrates the electric field dis-
tributions of the fundamental cavity mode in the grating
with N = 4 at the wavelength of 1233 nm. Base on these

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) The calculated transmission spectra of normal incident TM
wave for structures with parameters N from 1 to 6. In each structure,
d= 800 nm, b = 200 nm, h1 = 35 nm, h2 = 50 nm. (b) The electric field
(Ex along the X axis, Ez along the Z axis) of the fundamental mode in
grating with four silver layers (N = 4) at wavelength of 1233 nm. The
black arrow indicates the direction of the incidence, and the boundaries
of silver films are marked by black line.
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field distributions, we can use the equivalent LC circuit
model to discuss the resonance condition for the funda-
mental cavity mode.
The equivalent LC circuit of the structure containing

four metal layers (N = 4) can be given as Figure 3(a).
Equivalent inductance comes from two parts. The first part
Lm represents the equivalent inductance of two parallel
strips and it can be expressed as Lm = 0�5�0h1b/l,

16�17

where �0 is the vacuum permeability and l is the strip
length in the y direction. The second part comes from the
contribution of the drifting electrons which is given by
Le = h1/(�0�

2
p�l),

17 where �p = 1�364× 1016 rad/s is the
plasma frequency of Ag.18 The effective cross-sectional
area of the metal strip is approximated as �l by assum-
ing that all induced electric current flows at the depths
within the power penetration depth �. Here the power pen-
etration depth is set to be 13 nm for simplicity because
the fundamental mode locates at the near-infrared range.
Equivalent capacitance also comes from two parts. The
electric field along the X axis is mainly concentrated at
the edge of the cavity between silver strips. So equiva-
lent capacitance comes from the edge of the cavity can
be described as C0 = f�air�0h1l/b, where f is the cor-
rection factor of parallel-plate capacitor. The electric field
along the Z axis is mainly concentrated between silver
layers, so equivalent capacitance between silver layers can
be described as Cm = 0�5�sio2

�0wl/h2. The total impedance
of this LC circuit with N layers of silver films can
be expressed as ZNtot = i	2N�N
Lm+Le�−2
�NC0�

−1−
2
N −1�
�NCm�

−1], where N is an integer. This formula

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) The equivalent LC circuit of the structure containing four
metal layers (N = 4). (b) The zero-order transmission spectra of the fun-
damental mode of structures N = 4, with different thickness of silicon
dioxide film as 70 nm, 100 nm, 120 nm, 150 nm, and 200 nm, respec-
tively. These gratings have the same d = 800 nm, b = 200 nm and h1 =
35 nm. (c) The zero-order transmission spectra of the fundamental mode
of structures N = 4, with different thickness of silver films as 35 nm,
50 nm, 65 nm, 80 nm, and 100 nm, respectively. All the gratings have
the same d = 800 nm, b = 200 nm and h2 = 50 nm.

establish in these gratings of this article when N > 3.
When ZNtot = 0, we can get the fundamental mode which
can be expressed as follows:

�2
N = 1/C0+ 
N −1�/Cm

N
Lm+Le�
(1)

From Eq. (1), we can find that there is no correlation
between the frequency of the fundamental cavity mode
and the strip length l. So we set l = 1 m in the following
discussion for simplicity. Equation (1) can be expressed
as: N�2

N (Lm +Le� = 1/C0 + 
N − 1�/Cm. The 1/Cm can
be calculated from the structural parameters as 1/Cm =
8�714 nF−1. So if the assumptions are reasonable, N�2

N

(Lm +Le� and N − 1 would have a linear relation with
slope of 1/Cm = 8�714 nF−1. The fitting data show that:
N�2

N (Lm+Le� and N −1 have a good linear relation with
slope of 1/Cm = 
8�540± 0�178) nF−1, which agrees well
with the calculating results from structural parameters,
where fitting constant is 1/C0 = 
31�171±1�023� nF−1.
The cavity modes have redshift when increasing the

number of layers shown in Figure 2(a), because the length
of the resonance cavity is increased. However, increasing
the length of the resonance cavity cannot always cause
cavity modes redshift. We find an interesting deduction
from Eq. (1), that is, the cavity mode has blueshift when
increasing the thickness of silicon dioxide film without
changing other conditions. Figure 3(b) shows that the cav-
ity mode has blueshift when the thickness of silicon diox-
ide film is increased, and this result mainly comes from
that the equivalent capacitance between metal layers is
reduced. Meanwhile, increasing the thickness of silver
film, but not changing other conditions, can increase the
equivalent inductance. As a result, the cavity mode will
have redshift according to Eq. (1), which is demonstrated
in Figure 3(c). Therefore, we can tune the cavity mode by
changing the thickness of silicon dioxide film and silver
film.
It is well known that at the interface separating a metal

and a dielectric, the PSP mode obeys the following dis-
persion relation: ksp = k0[�d�m/(�d +�m�]

1/2, where k0 is
the wave vector of the incident light, �d is the permit-
tivity of the dielectric, and �m is the permittivity of the
metal. We find that the dispersion relation of SPP for a flat
interface should be modified when it is used for 1D metal
grating system. Because of the presence of the air groove,
the interface is no longer separating a metal and a dielec-
tric but mixing with air layer, which changes the effective
permittivity of both dielectric and metal. Here we use the
effective permittivity method to modify the dispersion of
SPP. The effective dielectric permittivity �deff can be given
by: �deff = P�sio2

+ 
1− P� �air,
19�20 where �sio2

and �air

are the dielectric permittivities of silicon dioxide and air
respectively, and P = w/d is defined as the duty cycle of
grating. As to the effective metal permittivity �meff of the
grating structure described in this paper, we give the fol-
lowing empirical formula: �meff = P�m+
1−P��air, where
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�m is the permittivity of the metal. This modification does
not violate the condition for the existence of SPP modes,
in which the real part of the effective metal permittivity
is negative.21 The reason is that the negative real part of
�m is much greater than the positive real part of �air in the
visible and nearinfrared ranges. The frequency-dependent
permittivity of silver is based on the Lorentz-Drude
model,22 and the permittivity of silicon dioxide is taken
as �sio2

= 2�16. We obtain the wavelength of SPP modes
satisfying:

�= d

m

√
�deff�meff

�deff +�meff

(2)

Based on Eq. (2), three PSP modes marked by the red
arrow in Figure 2(a) can be indexed by m= 1, 2, 3, respec-
tively. The PSP modes have blueshift and their intensity
declined when layers are increased because of the cou-
pling of SPs. Electric fields are enhanced at the surface of
every metal strip and interact with each other, which leads
to blueshift of the PSP mode.
Figure 4(a) shows the transmission spectra of structures

with 35 nm thickness silver film and surrounded with two
50 nm thickness silicon dioxide films. The widths of these
strips are 400 nm, 500 nm, 600 nm, 700 nm, and 800 nm,
respectively. The transmission peaks are marked by green
arrow. The electric field distribution of the mode of the
strip with width of 600 nm at wavelength of 810 nm is
shown in Figure 4(b). The local electric field is enhanced
on the surface of the silver strip and radiates to its sur-
rounding medium in a very short range, which is similar to
the LSP mode.23 We find that the resonance wavelengths
of these LSP modes are increased as the strips widen,
because the LSP mode strongly depends on the geome-
try of the object.23�24 For the periodic structure, we find

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. (a) The transmission spectra of normal incidence for structures
with 35 nm thickness silver film and surrounded with two 50 nm thick-
ness silicon dioxide films. The widths of these strips are 400 nm, 500 nm,
600 nm, 700 nm and 800 nm, respectively. The LSP mode is marked by
the green arrow. (b) The electric field (Ex along the X axis, Ez along the
Z axis) of the LSP mode of the strip with width of 600 nm at wavelength
of 810 nm.

that the electric field distribution of the mode marked by
green arrow in Figure 2(a) is similar to the mode in the
600 nm width strip structure in Figure 4(a). The LSP mode
maintains the same resonance wavelength in the 1D grat-
ing structure compare with single metal strip, because they
have the same geometry. Therefore, LSP mode of single
metal strip can also exist in grating structures. Their trans-
mission intensities decline rapidly when the number of
metal layers is increased, because of strong attenuation of
radiation from one metal layer to the other.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we find three kinds of modes in
metal/dielectric grating stacks as the cavity mode, the PSP
mode and the LSP mode, which enhance the optical trans-
mission. Firstly, the cavity mode has redshift if we increase
the thickness of metal layers; while it has blueshift when
we increase the thickness of dielectric layers. The red-
shift of the cavity mode also occurs when the number
of repeating layers is increased. Secondly, the PSP mode
of the grating structure can be described by the effec-
tive permittivity method. And the coupling of PSPs also
leads to a blueshift when the number of metal layers is
increased. In the third, the LSP mode which generated
in single metal strip can also enhance the optical trans-
mission of the grating stacks. Yet the transmission inten-
sity induced by LSP decreases rapidly with increasing the
number of metal layers. The investigations here may have
potential applications in designing plasmonic metamateri-
als and subwavelength optical devices.
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